
Multivariate Trigonometric Wavelet DecompositionsJ. Prestin & F. SprengelAbstractDecomposition and reconstruction algorithms for nested spaces of multivariate tri-gonometric polynomials are described. The scaling functions of these spaces are chosenas fundamental polynomials of Lagrange interpolation. Their properties are crucial forthe approach presented here. In particular, FFT{algorithms can be used e�ciently.AMS classi�cation: 42 A 15, 41 A 10, 41 A 63, 65 D 05Key words and phrases: Trigonometric wavelets, Interpolation, Reconstruction, Decompo-sition, Circulant matrices1 IntroductionSignal and image processing is nowadays mathematically examined in terms of waveletanalysis. We are interested here in decomposing multivariate periodic functions into tri-gonometric wavelet parts. In particular, the wavelets are trigonometric polynomials builtfrom certain de la Vall�ee Poussin means of the Dirichlet kernel. So we did not start byperiodizing a wavelet on the real line but, used directly, the properties of the correspondingtrigonometric kernels. A �rst attempt in this direction has been done by C. K. Chui andH. N. Mhaskar in [1]. They used Fourier sums of the Haar scaling functions and wavelets toconstruct a univariate wavelet decomposition of L2(T). Then every wavelet space consists oftrigonometric polynomials with frequencies from a certain dyadic band. The disadvantagesof that approach are the lack of interpolatory properties of the scaling funtions and waveletsand their large oscillations based on the unboundedness of the Fourier sums with respectto the uniform norm. To overcome these di�culties we follow the ideas of A. A. Privalov([2]), where he used a special de la Vall�ee Poussin mean of the Fourier sum to construct apolynomial basis of C(T) with a certain order of growth of their degrees. A wavelet analysisfor the whole scale of possible de la Vall�ee Poussin means with the corresponding two-scalerelations and decomposition formulas is outlined in [3] and [4]. Moreover, a uni�ed intro-duction to periodic univariate wavelets based on calculations with Fourier coe�cients is dueto G. Plonka and M. Tasche ([5]).Here, we consider bivariate trigonometric polynomials on the torus based on tensorproducts of the univariate scaling functions and wavelets. Then, the general multivariatecase can be handled analogously. As usual, we obtain, in the bivariate case, three di�erentwavelet spaces on every level. For the decomposition and reconstruction of a given function,signal or image, it is important to know the basis transformations between the di�erentlevels of sample and wavelet spaces. Therefore, the main part of this paper deals with theinvestigation of the corresponding matrices. The block circulant structure of these matricesallows to apply the Fast Fourier Transform. Starting with the function values on a certain1



regular grid with c2j � c2j points, the algorithms need O(j22j) operations to decompose afunction into its wavelet parts. For a �xed number of interpolation points, one can choosewith the di�erent de la Vall�ee Poussin means between better localization and lower degreeof the polynomials.2 De�nitionsLet us briey recall the de�nitions of the univariate scaling functions as described in [2],[4].De�nition 2.1 For ` 2 N, the Dirichlet kernel D` 2 T` is de�ned asD` = 12 + X̀k=1 cos kx = 8<: sin(`+ 12 )x2 sin x2 for x =2 2�Z;` + 12 for x 2 2�Z:Here, and in the following, T` denotes the linear space of trigonometric polynomials of degreeat most `. Furthermore, for N;M 2 N; N > M , the de la Vall�ee Poussin means 'MN aregiven as 'MN (x) = 12MN N+M�1X`=N�M D`(x)= ( sinNx sinMx4NM sin2 x2 for x =2 2�Z;1 for x 2 2�Z:For j 2 N0, the univariate scaling function �j;0 is de�ned as�j;0 = 'MjNj ;with Nj = c � 2j ; (1)Mj = ( 2j�� for j � �;1 for j < �;where � 2 N0 and c 2 N ful�l the conditionc � 8><>: 3 for � = 0;2 for � = 1;1 for � � 2: (2)The choice of � and c corresponds to di�erent de la Vall�ee Poussin means. The mostinteresting ones are the limit cases � = 0; c = 3 and � =1 with arbitrary c:While the �rstone describes an ordinary de la Vall�ee Poussin mean, the second one is the usual modi�edDirichlet kernel. For all possible Nj and Mj the crucial interpolatory property of �j;0 is�j;0  k�Nj ! = �k;0; k = 0; 1; . . . ; 2Nj � 1: (3)Let us denote the translates of �j;0 by �j;k(x) = �j;0(x� k�Nj ); k = 0; 1; . . . ; 2Nj � 1.2



De�nition 2.2 For j 2 N0, K = (k1; k2), k1; k2 = 0; 1; . . . ; 2Nj � 1, the bivariate scalingfunctions �j;K : T2! R are de�ned as�j;K(x; y) = �j;k1(x) � �j;k2(y):Analogously, these functions ful�l interpolatory conditions�j;K  m�Nj ; n�Nj ! = �k1;m � �k2;n; for all k1; k2;m; n = 0; 1; . . . ; 2Nj � 1:For j 2 N0, the sample spaces Vj are de�ned byVj = spanf�j;K : K = (k1; k2); k1; k2 = 0; 1; . . . ; 2Nj � 1g:Because of the interpolatory properties of the functions �j;K , one obtains immediatelydimVj = 4N2j :For j 2 N0, the interpolation operator Lj mapping into the sample space Vj is de�nedas Ljf(x; y) = 2Nj�1Xk1=0 2Nj�1Xk2=0 f  k1�Nj ; k2�Nj !�j;(k1;k2)(x; y):The following properties of the operator Lj can be easily deduced from the univariate case(see references [2], [6], Chap. 10):(i) Ljf 2 T 2Nj+Mj�1; where T 2l := Tl 
 Tl,(ii) Ljf �m�Nj ; n�Nj � = f �m�Nj ; n�Nj � for all m;n 2Z,(iii) Ljf = f for all f 2 T 2Nj�Mj [ Vj;,hence,(iv) T 2Nj�Mj � Vj � T 2Nj+Mj�1 .Property (iv) and our special choice of Mj and Nj (see (1), (2)) guarantee the imbeddingVj � Vj+1: (4)Hence, we obtain a chain of �nite dimensional subspaces Vj of the Hilbert space L2(T2) withclosL2(T2) [j2N0Vj = L2(T2):Now let us consider for j 2 N0 the univariate wavelet functions j;m(x) = 2�j+1;2m+1(x)� �j;m  x� �2Nj ! ;which ful�l the following interpolatory properties: j;m  (2` + 1)�Nj+1 ! = �`;m for all ` 2Z; (5) j;m  `�Nj! = ��j;m  (2` � 1)�Nj+1 ! for all ` 2Z: (6)In 1991 A. A. Privalov proved the orthogonality between the univariate scaling functionsand the wavelets from the same level j. 3



Theorem 2.1 [2] For all m;n = 0; . . . ; 2Nj � 1, it holds that12� 2�Z0 �j;m(x) j;n(x) dx = 0:In L2(T2) we use the standard inner producthf; gi = 14�2 2�Z0 2�Z0 f(x; y)g(x; y) dxdy :Hence, the tensor product structure of our scaling functions �j;K yields straightforward thecorresponding wavelets and wavelet spaces.De�nition 2.3 For j 2 N0, s = 1; 2; 3, the wavelet spaces W sj are de�ned byW sj = spanf	sj;K : K = (k1; k2); k1; k2 = 0; 1; . . . ; 2Nj � 1g;where 	1j;K(x; y) = �j;k1(x) �  j;k2(y);	2j;K(x; y) =  j;k1(x) � �j;k2(y)and 	3j;K(x; y) =  j;k1(x) �  j;k2(y):From the interpolatory properties of the functions �j;k and  j;k, we obtaindimW sj = 4N2j :Theorem 2.2 For the above de�ned sample spaces Vj and wavelet spaces Wj , it holds thatVj+1 = Vj �? W 1j �? W 2j �? W 3j ;where �? denotes orthogonal summation.Proof: From (4) and from the the de�nition of Vj and W sj , it is clear that every space onthe right-hand side is a subspace of Vj+1. From Theorem 2.1, it follows the orthogonalityof the univariate functions �j;m and  j;n and so the pairwise orthogonality of the spaces Vjand W sj ; s = 1; 2; 3. Hence, the summation is really an orthogonal summation and the sumitself is a subspace of Vj+1. In order to obtain the equality, we considerdimVj+1 = 4N2j+1 = 4 � 4N2j= dimVj + 3Xs=1dimW sjwhich completes the proof.To illustrate the di�erent de la Vall�ee Poussin cases, we present the following pictures.4



Fig. 1 a) - b)

Figure 1 includes scaling func-tions �1;(6;6), whereas Figure2 shows 	11;(6;6) and Figure 3	31;(6;6). The upper pictures a) arefor the parameters c = 3; � = 0and the lower pictures b) are withc = 3; � =1 (compare (1),(2)).I.e., a) corresponds to the ordi-nary de la Vall�ee Poussin case andb) reects the pure Fourier case.

Fig. 2 a) - b) Fig. 3 a) - b)



3 Two-scale RelationsThis section is devoted to the computation of the two-scale sequences for reconstruction.As Vj � Vj+1, there exist coe�cients %j;K;R such that�j;K =XR %j;K;R�j+1;R; where R = (r1; r2):Property (iii) of the interpolation operator introduced in Section 2 implies that the functions�j;K are reproduced by Lj+1, i.e.,�j;K = 2Nj+1�1Xr1;r2=0 �j;K  r1�Nj+1 ; r2�Nj+1!�j+1;R: (7)Thus, the coe�cients %j;K;R = �j;K  r1�2Nj ; r2�2Nj !can be obtained from knot evaluation of the scaling function. Further, since W sj � Vj+1;s = 1; 2; 3, there have to exist coe�cients �sj;K;R such that	sj;K =XR �sj;K;R�j+1;R: (8)Analogously to (7), we conclude�j;K;R = 	sj;K  r1�2Nj ; r2�2Nj! :From the interpolatory properties (3), (5) and (6) of �j;k and  j;k, it is natural to distinguishbetween even and odd translates.With the notation jKj = k1 � 2Nj + k2 the vectors�j = (�j;K)4N2j�1jKj=0 and 	sj = �	sj;K�4N2j�1jKj=0 ; s = 1; 2; 3;are uniquely determined. To reorder the components with odd and even indices we introducethe permutation matrix P j = �pj;jKj;jLj�16N2j�1jKj;jLj=0 ;where pj;jKj;jLj = (�2k1;`1 + �2k1;`1+4Nj�1)(�2k2;`2 + �2k2;`2+4Nj�1);for k1; k2; `1; `2 = 0; 1; . . . ; 4Nj � 1:Furthermore, let F j be the Fourier matrix of order 2NjF j = 1q2Nj �e k`�iNj �2Nj�1k;`=0and Kj be the knot evaluation matrix of the univariate scaling functionsKj =  �j;k  (2` + 1)�2Nj !!2Nj�1k;`=0 :Then the two-scale relations in matrix form are given in the following way.6



Theorem 3.1 For j 2 N0, it holds that0BBBBBBBBBBBB@ �j	1j	2j	3j 1CCCCCCCCCCCCA = CjP j�j+1with the reconstruction matrixCj = 0BBBBBBBBBBBB@ Ij 
 Ij Ij 
Kj Kj 
 I j Kj 
Kj�Ij 
KTj Ij 
 I j �Kj 
KTj Kj 
 Ij�KTj 
 I j �KTj 
Kj Ij 
 Ij Ij 
KjKTj 
KTj �KTj 
 Ij �Ij 
KTj I j 
 Ij 1CCCCCCCCCCCCA :Here, I j 2 R2Nj�2Nj denotes the identity matrix and the Kronecker product of two n � nmatrices A = (ak;`) and B is given by the n2 � n2 matrixA
B = (ak;`B)k;` :While Kj is circulant, the blocks of Cj are block circulants with circulant blocks.Proof: The desired result is only the reformulation of (7) and (8) in matrix notation, wherewe used the interpolatory conditions (3) and (5) to simplify�j;K  r1�2Nj ; r2�2Nj ! = 0 if (r1; r2) 6= K and (r1 or r2 even );	1j;K  r1�2Nj ; r2�2Nj ! = 0 if (r1; r2) 6= K and (r1 even or r2 odd )and analogously for 	2j;K and 	3j;K.4 Riesz StabilityFor further usage, we have to consider inner products of scaling functions on the same level.Let us de�ne the Gramian Gj = (h�j;k; �j;`i)2Nj�1k;`=0 :From the de�nition of the scaling functions, we knowGj = circ(h�j;0; �j;0i; h�j;0; �j;1i; . . . ; h�j;0; �j;2Nj�1i):and one can see easily [4] that Gj is symmetric and positive de�nite withGj = F j�jF j;7



where �j = diag(j;`)2Nj�1`=0 :In [4], it is proved that the eigenvalues j;` are given byj;` = 2Nj�1Xk=0 h�j;0; �j;ki � e k`�iNj (9)= 14Nj 8<: 2 if 0 � ` � Nj �Mj ; Nj +Mj � ` � 2Nj � 1;�1 + �Nj�`Mj �2� if Nj �Mj � ` � Nj +Mj:Now we are able to prove the Riesz stability of the scaling function basis in Vj .Theorem 4.1 For arbitrary sequences � 2 R4N2j , it holds that12 0@ 2Nj�1Xk1;k2=0�2K1A 12 �  2Nj�1Xk1;k2=0 2Nj�K�j;KL2(T2) � 0@ 2Nj�1Xk1;k2=0�2K1A 12 :Proof: It holds Gj 
Gj = (h�j;K ;�j;Li)4N2j�1jKj;jLj=0 :The Kronecker product Gj 
 Gj is circulant, symmetric and positive de�nite with theeigenvalues �j;L = j;`1j;`2 and the corresponding orthonormal eigenvectors U j;L 2 R4N2jThen, we can write every � 2 R4N2j in the form� =XL �LU j;L:From XK �2K =XK �2Kand  2Nj�1Xk1;k2=0 2Nj�K�j;K2L2(T2) = 4N2j * 2Nj�1Xk1 ;k2=0�K�j;K ; 2Nj�1X`1;`2=0�L�j;L+= 4N2j 2Nj�1Xk1;k2=0 2Nj�1X`1;`2=0�K�Lh�j;K ;�j;Li= 4N2j ((Gj 
Gj)�;�)= 4N2j 2Nj�1Xk1;k2=0 2Nj�1X`1;`2=0�K�L ((Gj 
Gj)U j;K;U j;L)= 4N2j 2Nj�1Xk1;k2=0 2Nj�1X`1;`2=0�K�L (�j;KU j;K;U j;L)= 4N2j 2Nj�1Xk1;k2=0�2Kj;k1j;k2we obtain with (9) the desired Riesz constants in the theorem as2Nj �min` j;`� = 12 ;2Nj �max` j;`� = 1:8



5 Decomposition RelationsTo state the counterpart of Theorem 3.1, i.e. to write the scaling functions �j+1;K 2 Vj+1in the corresponding scaling function and wavelet basis of Vj�?W 1j �?W 2j �?W 3j , we needsome preliminaries.Since Gj is circulant, its inverse is given byG�1j = F j��1j F j = F jdiag 1j;`!2Nj�1`=0 F j:For the knot evaluation matrix Kj and the matrix of inner products Gj there exist thefollowing helpful relation.Lemma 5.1 For j 2 N0, it holds thatI j +KjKTj = 4NjGj: (10)Proof: Because all matrices involved are circulant, it su�ces to show that the equalityholds for the �rst row. Then we use the well-known quadrature formula for trigonometricpolynomials with equidistant nodes (see e.g. [6], Chap. 10) to conclude(4NjGj)0;r = 4Njh�j;0; �j;ri = 4Nj2� 2�Z0 �j;0(x)�j;r(x) dx= 4Nj�1Xk=0 �j;0  k�2Nj !�j;r  k�2Nj!= �0;r + 2Nj�1Xs=0 �j;0  (2s+ 1)�2Nj !�j;r  (2s + 1)�2Nj != �Ij +KjKTj �0;r ;which proves the assertion.Now we can summarize our results in the following theorem.Theorem 5.2 For j 2 N0, it holds thatP j�j+1 =Dj 0BBBBBBBBBBBB@ �j	1j	2j	3j 1CCCCCCCCCCCCAwith the decomposition matrix 9



16N2jDj = 16N2j (I4 
G�1j 
 Ij)CTj (I4 
 I j 
G�1j ) =0BBBBBBBBBBBB@ G�1j 
G�1j �G�1j 
G�1j Kj �G�1j Kj 
G�1j G�1j Kj 
G�1j KjG�1j 
KTj G�1j G�1j 
G�1j �G�1j Kj 
KTj G�1j �G�1j Kj 
G�1jKTjG�1j 
G�1j �KTjG�1j 
G�1j Kj G�1j 
G�1j �G�1j 
G�1j KjKTj G�1j 
KTjG�1j KTjG�1j 
G�1j G�1j 
KTj G�1j G�1j 
G�1j 1CCCCCCCCCCCCAwhere I4 2 R4�4 denotes the identity matrix.Proof: To prove the theorem, it su�ces to show that CjDj = I 2 R4N2j+1�4N2j+1 . Only byapplying the rules of computation for the Kronecker product (see e.g. [7], Chap. 2) we get16N2jCjDj = I4 
Hjwith Hj = �G�1j +KjKTjG�1j �
 �G�1j +KjKTjG�1j � :Multiplying (10) in Lemma 5.1 by G�1j and using the result one obtainsH j = 16N2j I j 
 Ijsuch that CjDj = I4 
 I j 
 Ij = Iwhat proves the Theorem.6 AlgorithmsNow we want to describe how to use the two-scale and decomposition relations, respectively,for a given function. As Vj+1 = Vj �? W 1j �? W 2j �? W 3j , a function fj+1 2 Vj+1 can bewritten uniquely asfj+1 = fj + g1j + g2j + g3j with fj 2 Vj and gsj 2 W sj ; s = 1; 2; 3:Using the basis functions of these spaces, one obtainsfj+1 = 2Nj+1�1Xk1;k2=0 cj+1K �j+1;K ;fj = 2Nj�1Xk1;k2=0 cjK�j;K and gsj = 2Nj�1Xk1;k2=0 ds;jK 	sj;K for s = 1; 2; 3:Denoting cj = (cjK)4N2j�1jKj=0 and dsj = (ds;jK )4N2j�1jKj=0 ; s = 1; 2; 3, respectively, one getsfj+1 = �Tj+1cj+1; fj = �Tj cj and gsj = �	sj�T dsj for s = 1; 2; 3:10



As P Tj = P�1j , we can write fj+1 = (P j�j+1)T P jcj+1:On the other hand, it holds thatfj + g1j + g2j + g3j = �(�j)T ; �	1j�T ; �	2j�T ; �	3j�T��(cj)T ; �d1j�T ; �d2j�T ; �d3j�T�T= (P j�j+1)T CTj �(cj)T ; �d1j�T ; �d2j�T ; �d3j�T�T :Comparing coe�cients leads to one step of the reconstruction algorithm in matrix formP jcj+1 = CTj �(cj)T ; �d1j�T ; �d2j�T ; �d3j�T�T :Multiplying by the inverse (CTj )�1 =DTj gives the matrix representation of one step of thedecomposition algorithm�(cj)T ; �d1j�T ; �d2j�T ; �d3j�T�T =DTj P jcj+1:Computing reconstruction or decomposition sequences, respectively, we have to take intoconsideration the fact that the blocks of the reconstruction matrix Cj as well as the ones ofthe decomposition matrix Dj are block circulants with circulant blocks. For every matrixAj 2 R4N2j�4N2j with such a special structure, it holds that ([7], Chap. 5)Aj = (F j 
 F j)Bj (F j 
 F j)with a diagonal matrix Bj. That's why the multiplication of such Aj by a vector can berealized by Tensor product discrete Fourier transforms of length 2Nj � 2Nj. Because of thespecial choice of Nj (see (1)) we can compute reconstruction or decomposition sequences forthe level j with O(j22j) essential operations by using methods of Fast Fourier Transform([8]).Let us �nish with the decomposition of the quadratic Box-splinef(x; y) = B1;1;2(x� 32 ; y � 32)into its wavelet parts. To do that, we �rst interpolate f at 384 � 384 points to obtain L6fwith c = 3 and � = 0. Then we use our algorithms to compute the orthogonal projectionsgs5(L6f); s = 1; 2; 3 into the wavelet spaces W s5 , which detect the discontinuities of the �rstderivatives of f .The result can be seen in the following pictures.
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Fig. 4 g15(L6f). Fig. 5 g25(L6f).
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